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What is...

AUTOMiner

MILKFARM AUTO MINER
MilkFarm is a locked BNB Staking Pool, also reffered to as a
miner.
Investors are able to make returns on their investment up to
15% daily.
Daily percentage depends on various factors such as selling
habits, the time of day you sell or hire, the TVL pool, the
amount of MILKERS you have hired and the price of BNB.

HOW DOES IT
WORK?
To start earning 15% daily rewards, you
must first hire MILKERS through the
D'app on our website. Then those
MILKERS will start minting MILK that
you can either sell or use to rehire
MILKERS.

WHAT IS THE PRICE
OF MILK?
MILK does not have a set price.
LOWER TVL means more MILK per
BNB, HIGHER TVL means less MILK
per BNB.

WHY IS IT CALLED
AN AUTOMINER?
Because all functions such as SELL and
REHIRE will be fully automatic.

AUTO SELL AND
REHIRE
You can not decide when to sell or rehire your milk, its
done automatically by the miner.
There is a custom algorithm that takes into account
how much BNB people have invested every day and how
much BNB has left the TVL because of the auto sells. If
there are new investors the miner will sell more
frequently, if we spend some time without new
investors the algorithm will take more days to sell.
Also, not all sells are performed at the same time, that
would hurt the TVL, the algorithm will sell slowly each
day to avoid TVL dumps.

WHAT'S THE TAX?
5% BUY TAX
5% SELL TAX

IS THERE A MINIMUM DEPOSIT
AMOUNT?

Nope.
There is no minimum deposit or
minimum withdrawal amount.

MAX SELL LIMIT
To avoid big investors miner's from
dumping too much of the TVL, there will
be a max sell programmed into the
algorithm, which will be around 1% of the
TVL, the amount that can't be sold will be
used on that miner's rehire.

R.O.I BOOST EVENTS
There are 3 types of events that boost the amount of MILKERS you receive after hiring.
One time events:
Begin on a certain day and last for a defined amount of days.
Example:
We could define an opening event with 25% extra MILKERS for the first seven days.
Periodic events:
Begin on a certain day, last for a defined amount of days and after a period, will repeat.
Example:
We could define a weekend periodic event, only on weekends you receive 30% extra MILKERS.
TVL Milestone Events:
Begins after the MilkFarm TVL reaches a certain amount of BNB and lasts for a defined amount of days.
When next milestone is reached, the other event begins.
Example:
100% boost when reach 100 BNB on TVL, last for 2 days, 200% boost when reach 200 BNB, last for 4 days, etc...
Bonus does not accumulate, only biggest boost % will be applied, for example, if we reach a TVL milestone (200 BNB, 200%
boost) on weekend (30% boost) taking into account the examples we said before only TVL milestone event boost would be
applied.

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
HIRE AND REHIRE?
When you hire, you hire MILKERS by
paying with BNB from your wallet.
When you rehire, you use your
profits that you have gained from
holding and compounding to hire
MILKERS. REHIRING will be
automatic.

EMERGENCY WITHDRAW
if you hire , but then decide you want to get out of the miner at
some point and recoupe your initial investment without waiting for
profits to accumulate, you can press emergency withdrawal and
you will get back 75% of the amount you still did not recover.
For example: imagine you invested 5 BNB on the miner and you
recovered 1 BNB, you can use the emergency withdrawal button
and will get 75% of 4 BNB (5-1), you would get back 3 BNB
IMPORTANT: once you use emergency withdrawal your milkers are
BURNED, you wont get rewards anymore, use it only if you want to
get out of the project, so BE CAREFUL with this button

MILKFARM MINER
The miner is fully automatic. The investor can literally just invest and
walk away and do nothing else, but if the investor really wants
maximum profits, they will spread the word of the AutoMiner and
get new investors to come in and increase the TVL which will allow
the miner to dish out profits to investors more often. As long as
investors trade responsibly and share their referral links ,then
everyone can win and earn passive income for a long time. Also,
remember, you invest at your own risk, this is Defi Cryptocurrency,
it is high risk, but also high reward. The creators and developers
won't be held responsible for any losses, but of course, we will do
our best to make sure that everyone gains and there are no losses,
but anything can happen in crypto.
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